I. Summary of Research Highlights
Our work studies novel phases of matter potentially realizable with ultracold atomic gases confined in optical lattices and models the impact of controlled and uncontrolled disorder on these optical lattice phases. Atoms (either bosons or fermions) placed in optical lattices can interact to form strongly correlated states. Our work seeks to foster experimental work with these states, which include, superfluids, superconductors, supersolids, glasses, topological states, and other quantum many--body states because they are of fundamental importance in understanding the collective behavior of quantum particles. These states are potentially impacted by spatial and phase fluctuations, trapping, laser noise, and other sources of uncontrolled disorder. Controlled disorder can also be used to drive the system into interesting new regimes as well.
This award has led to significant accomplishments over the past three years that pertain directly to the goals of the grant:
• 22 publications and manuscripts (5 in Physical Review Letters)
• 13 students and postdocs mentored • 27 invited presentations given
The award has also allowed us to establish direct connections with experimental groups (via travel and shared projects). These groups include Peter Engel's group at Washington State University, Ian Spielman's group at NIST/JQI/UMD, and Brian DeMarco's group at the University of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign.
Our work established and analyzed models that guide the ultracold atom community in realizing novel states of matter with optical lattices. Our work discovered new classes of many--body models that meet goals of the proposal 1) Our models of controlled disorder show that it can be an asset to revealing many--body states 2) Strong interactions can often stabilize intriguing states of matter against fluctuations (particularly, thermal fluctuations). 3) Topological quantum phases are robust against quantum and thermal fluctuations. The following briefly summarizes some of our major research accomplishments. Section V expands on this summary as well.
• The Bose glass is an intriguing disordered state of bosons defined by local order. To--date it has not been observed experimentally. We proposed a local measure, boson core compressibility, which uses double occupancy for identification of a Bose--Glass and other states (Publication 18).
• A supersolid, a simultaneous superfluid and solid, might be made possible via dipolar interactions between bosons in optical lattices. It has not been observed to date. Supersolids are believed to be rather delicate, but we discovered that controlled disorder enhances the strength of supersolids (Publication 19).
• Topological states of matter can reveal intriguing excitations, Majorana fermions, that interact non--locally to demonstrate anyon braid statistics. Unfortunately, their non--local character is not observable at non--zero temperature in 1D. We constructed I--1 a model capturing the essential properties of dipolar fermions in optical lattices. We found that strong anisotropic interactions suppress unwanted phase disorder (fluctuations) in 2D to pave the way for observing these interesting excitations (Publication 13). • Flat bands possess macroscopic level degeneracy and play a crucial role in many important physical phenomena. However, most previous lattice models for generating flat bands involve either high orbital bands or high order tunnelings, which are generally very challenging in experiments. We showed that the combination of spin--orbit coupling, Zeeman field and optical lattice potential can yield isolated flat ground state bands where topological properties may originate from the spin--orbit coupling (Publication 14).
• Intriguing many--body states are possible with spin--orbit coupling but implemented schemes for generating the necessary fields lead to unwanted heating and losses near Feshbach resonances, precisely the many--body regime of interest. We found that heating and losses can be avoided in flat bands while still revealing interesting fractionalized many--body states (Publication 7).
• We studied, for the first time, the BCS--BEC crossover in a spin--orbit coupled degenerate Fermi gas. We showed that topological excitations, such as the long-- • In Collaboration with Peter Engels experimental group, we observed, for the first time, the long--sought Zitterbewegung phenomenon, the simultaneous velocity (thus position) and spin oscillations, for neutral atoms using spin--orbit--coupled Bose--Einstein condensate (BEC) through sudden quantum quenches of the system Hamiltonian. Together we also observed a moving antiferromagnetic order using a phase--winding BEC. Antiferromagnetic order has been extensively studied in optical lattices (one major goal for the DARPA optical lattice emulator program), and only recently some signatures were observed in optical lattice experiments (Hulet group) (Publication 10, 11)
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IV. List of Presentations Given Related to This Project
Invited Presentations by PI Scarola: Recent ultracold atomic gas experiments implementing synthetic spin--orbit coupling allow access to flat bands that emphasize interactions. In our work we modeled spin--orbit coupled fermions in a one--dimensional flat band optical lattice. We introduced an effective Luttinger liquid theory to show that interactions generate collective excitations with emergent kinetics and fractional charge, analogous to emergence of Fermi--liquid properties in the fractional quantum Hall regime. Observation of these excitations would provide an important platform for exploring exotic quantum states derived solely from interactions. Ultracold atomic gases experiments seeking to emulate the Fermi Hubbard model are currently attempting to reach temperatures low enough to realize spin ordering. In this work we studied the thermodynamics of the 3D Hubbard model at half filling on approach to the Néel transition by means of large--scale unbiased Diagrammatic Determinant Monte Carlo simulations. We obtain the transition temperature in the strongly correlated regime, as well as temperature dependence of energy, entropy, double occupancy, and the nearest--neighbor spin correlation function. Our results improve the accuracy of previous unbiased studies and present accurate benchmarks in the ongoing effort to realize the antiferromagnetic state of matter with ultracold atoms in optical lattices. Spin--orbit--coupled ultracold atoms provide an intriguing new avenue for the study of rich spin dynamics in superfluids. In this work, we observed Zitterbewegung, the simultaneous velocity (thus position) and spin oscillations, of neutral atoms between two spin--orbit--coupled bands in a Bose--Einstein condensate (BEC) through sudden quantum quenches of the Hamiltonian. The observed Zitterbewegung oscillations are perfect on a short time scale but gradually damp out on a long time scale, followed by sudden and strong heating of the BEC. As an application, we also demonstrated how Zitterbewegung oscillations can be exploited to populate the upper spin--orbit band and observe a subsequent dipole motion. Our experimental results were corroborated by a theoretical and numerical analysis and showcased the great flexibility that ultracold atoms provide for investigating rich spin dynamics in superfluids. The Fulde--Ferrell--Larkin--Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase was first predicted in two--dimensional superconductors about 50 years ago, but so far unambiguous experimental evidence is still lacking. The recently experimentally realized spin--imbalanced Fermi gases may potentially unveil this elusive state, but they require very stringent experimental conditions. In this work, we showed that FFLO phases may be observed even in a three--dimensional (3D) degenerate Fermi gas with spin--orbit coupling and an in--plane Zeeman field. The FFLO phase is driven by the interplay between the asymmetry of the Fermi surface and the superfluid order, instead of the interplay between magnetic and superconducting order in solid materials. The predicted FFLO phase exists in a giant parameter region, possesses a stable long--range superfluid order due to the 3D geometry, and can be observed with an experimentally already achieved temperature (T ∼ 0.05EF), thus opening a fascinating avenue for exploring FFLO physics. Spin--orbit (SO) coupled superfluids in free space or harmonic traps have been extensively studied. However, the rich physics of SO coupled BEC in optical lattices has not been explored. In this project, we propose an experimentally feasible route for generating isolated flat bands using cold atoms in SO coupled weak optical lattices. Flat bands possess macroscopic level degeneracy because of their flat energy dispersion, and play a crucial role in many important physical phenomena. However, most previous lattice models for generating flat bands involve either high orbital bands or high order tunnelings, which are generally very challenging in experiments. We show that the combination of SO coupling, Zeeman field and optical lattice potential can yield isolated flat bands where topological properties may originate from the SO coupling.
Engineering Strongly Correlated States with Ultracold Atoms
Our proposed SO coupling mechanism, when generalized to 2D, may provide an experimentally feasible route for generating chiral flat bands and studying relevant fractional quantum Hall insulator physics. The stable superfluidity in the whole ground state band may lead to other interesting phenomena that have not been explored in regular optical lattices, such as dissipationless Bloch oscillation of BEC. In this work we theoretically studied the stability of lattice supersolid states in the extended Bose--Hubbard model with bounded spatial disorder. We constructed a disorder mean field theory and compared with quantum Monte Carlo calculations. The supersolid survives weak disorder on the simple cubic lattice. We also found that increasing disorder strength can transform a lattice solid into a supersolid as it tends to percolate through the disorder landscape.
Figure Caption: (Left) Quantum Monte Carlo results for a single disorder configuration for the extended Bose--Hubbard model. We find solid order among all sites but we only plot a site if it has large density fluctuations. The supersolid is allowed to percolate from one edge to another only if local density fluctuations permit local superfluid order along enough connected bonds to cross the sample. (Right) The top and bottom panels plot order parameters to identify the superfluid using mean field theory and Quantum Monte Carlo. The left and right axis plot static structure factor and the superfluid density, respectively, for the disordered extended Bose--Hubbard model on a cubic lattice as a function of the disorder strength. The supersolid arises when both order parameters are non--zero.
V--6 V--7 Recent experimental breakthroughs in realizing spin--orbit (SO) coupling for cold atoms has spurred considerable interest in the physics of 2D SO coupled Fermi superfluids, especially topological Majorana fermions (MFs) which were predicted to exist at zero temperature. However, it is well known that long--range superfluid order is destroyed in 2D by the phase fluctuation at finite temperature and the relevant physics is the Berezinskii--Kosterlitz--Thouless transition. In this project, we examined finite temperature effects on SO coupled Fermi gases and showed that finite temperature is indeed necessary for the observation of MFs. MFs are topologically protected by a quasiparticle energy gap which was found to be much larger than the temperature. The restrictions to the parameter region for the observation of MFs have been obtained. Ultra--cold degenerate Fermi gases (DFG) with population imbalance (equivalent to an effective Zeeman field) have sparked tremendous recent interest in both theory and experiment. The recent experimental realization of spin--orbit coupling (SOC) opens another new avenue for the study of DFG. We investigated, for the first time, the BCS--BEC crossover physics in DFG with both Zeeman field and SOC. The crossover physics is important because the s--wave superfluid, together with SOC and Zeeman field, may yield intriguing chiral p--wave physics with non--trivial statistical properties. For example, Majorana fermions and the associated non--Abelian statistics, the critical ingredients for performing TQC, may be observable only in the crossover region where the superfluid order parameter is large and thus robust against finite temperature effects. We showed that the superfluid order parameter destroyed by a large Zeeman field can be restored by SOC. At zero temperature, we found that there is a topological phase transition in such systems from a non--topological superfluid to a topological superfluid with increasing Zeeman fields or by tuning the s--wave scattering length. The two phases are separated by a critical point which itself is a gapless superfluid. We showed how the zero--temperature topological quantum phase transition can be probed at finite temperatures using cold atom photoemission spectroscopy which has already been realized in experiments. 
